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Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 
Inbox 

 
Mike Skiles <coylebud@gmail.com> 
 

Sep 5, 2019, 9:02 PM 
 
 
 to AJ, Kim, Ralph, Joshua, Sandra, Beth, Colleen 

 
 

All, I am in Yosemite & will come home Thursday . I could meet on Friday. I’ll be available through 18 Sept. I will be available 22 Sept 
through 7 Oct. then 16 Oct 23. I am having hip surgery on Oct 24 & will be unavailable for about a month. Let me know a date that will 
work. Thanks, Gael 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Sep 5, 2019, at 10:35 AM, AJ Williams <ajwilliams@rccl.com> wrote: 

I can make this work!  
  
-AJ 
  
Sincerely, 
 

Anne-Jenell Williams  

Sr. Manager | Trade Support & Service 

Royal Caribbean International | 1000 Royal Caribbean Way Springfield, OR 97477 
tel: 541-285-9153 | internal ext: 29153 | fax: 541-285-9250|ajwilliams@rccl.com 
 
 Please consider our environment before printing this email. 

  
From: Kim Meyers [mailto:klmcpa.meyers@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2019 8:25 AM 
To: Ralph Christensen <rxensen@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Joshua Kittel <jkittel@flagstarretail.com>; Sandra Black <sandionolive@gmail.com>; Mike Skiles <coylebud@gmail.com>; Beth Sheehan 
<beth.sheehan@me.com>; AJ Williams <ajwilliams@rccl.com>; Colleen Coulbourne <mrsitsy@icloud.com> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 

  

External Email – Use caution opening attachments or clicking links. 
  
What about Monday the 16th?  Would that work?  
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On Thu, Sep 5, 2019 at 7:52 AM Ralph Christensen <rxensen@hotmail.com> wrote: 
Can we meet next week on Wednesday, September 11, at say sometime between 4:30 and 6, for about 1/2 hour I think will be enough, just so we are 
all on the same page and the draft application for TRF is pretty close to correct. 
  
Ralph 

 
From: Joshua Kittel <jkittel@flagstarretail.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2019 11:55 AM 
To: Ralph Christensen <rxensen@hotmail.com>; Kim Meyers <klmcpa.meyers@gmail.com>; Sandra Black <sandionolive@gmail.com>; Mike Skiles 
<coylebud@gmail.com>; Beth Sheehan <beth.sheehan@me.com> 
Cc: AJ Williams <ajwilliams@rccl.com>; Colleen Coulbourne <mrsitsy@icloud.com> 
Subject: RE: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 

  

I am in Eugene on M,W,F so those days work best for me, though I will be out the next two weeks. 

  

Joshua Kittel 

Mortgage Advisor 

NMLS 227887 

  

4710 Village Plaza Loop, Suite 130, Eugene, OR 97401 

541.681.8787 main| 541.284.8032 direct | 541.521.6383 cell  

jkittel@opesadvisors.com 

Apply Online 

Sign up for my eNewsletter 
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This e-mail may contain data that is confidential, proprietary or non-public personal information, as that term is defined in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (collectively, Confidential Information). The Confidential Information is 
disclosed conditioned upon your agreement that you will treat it confidentially and in accordance with applicable law, ensure that such data isn't used or disclosed except for the limited purpose for which it's being provided and 

will notify and cooperate with us regarding any requested or unauthorized disclosure or use of any Confidential Information. By accepting and reviewing the Confidential information, you agree to indemnify us against any losses 
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or expenses, including attorney's fees that we may incur as a result of any unauthorized use or disclosure of this data due to your acts or omissions. If a party other than the intended recipient receives this e-mail, he or she is 
requested to instantly notify us of the erroneous delivery and return to us all data so delivered 

  

From: Ralph Christensen [mailto:rxensen@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2019 11:36 AM 

To: Kim Meyers; Joshua Kittel; Sandra Black; Mike Skiles; Beth Sheehan 
Cc: AJ Williams; Colleen Coulbourne 
Subject: RE: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 

  

I am back from Washington State and think it would be good for us to go over the Grant Application so we can send it off for a first review 
by TRF. I will be available most days/evenings during August/September if we can find a mutually acceptable date and place.  I am 
attaching my most recent iteration of the proposal for your records/review.  Though it is labeled May 2019 I last updated it in July.  There 
are still some missing pieces I think we can quickly resolve them and then get it to TRF for an informal review. 

  

Ralph 

  

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

  

 

From: Kim Meyers <klmcpa.meyers@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, July 14, 2019 10:22:56 AM 
To: Joshua Kittel <jkittel@opesadvisors.com>; Sandra Black <sandionolive@gmail.com>; Mike Skiles <coylebud@gmail.com>; Beth 
Sheehan <beth.sheehan@me.com> 
Cc: Ralph Christensen <rxensen@hotmail.com>; AJ Williams <ajwilliams@rccl.com> 
Subject: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 

  

Gael, Claudette and I represented Delta at the District Grant meeting in Eugene yesterday.  It was a very informative meeting.  Very well 
attended.   All three Global Grants  that were up for vote were approved.  This includes the Delta/Twin Rivers Grant for the Market Latrine 
project in Togo.  

  

Ralph has suggested that he Togo grant be in Delta's name and Gael has agreed to be the lead on the grant..  Ralph's reasoning is that it 
will allow us to really learn the process and with Gael getting the correspondence  then we are fully in the loop.  Ralph, A.J. and Twin 
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Rivers will still be right there giving us full support.   They have already done all the work getting the assessments, etc.   Ralph is going to 
clean up the application and then it will be sent to the reviewer as a draft for pre-comments.     

  

We talked with Mike Fischnaller and we were assured that there will not be any issues with Delta on this grant and the 2022-23 grant.  The 
Togo grant is fully funded,   we are not having to do any additional fundraising for the Togo grant.   

Ralph will not be traveling to Togo until Sept of 2020.  I will be sending him some dates to speak to the club later this fall.    We had him 
scheduled in September, but the DG is visiting our club on that date.    I am guessing we will schedule a meeting with Ralph and AJ to 
review the application before he sends to the reviewer, or  he may just share via email.  
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking any action in reliance on these contents is strictly prohibited and 
may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by responding to this e-mail and then 
delete it from your system. 
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Mike Skiles <coylebud@gmail.com> 
 

Sep 5, 2019, 9:06 PM 
 
 
 to Ralph, Kim, Joshua, Sandra, Beth, AJ, Colleen 

 
 

I can meet on Sept 16. Gael 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Sep 5, 2019, at 6:09 PM, Ralph Christensen <rxensen@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Monday the 16th is fine with me. How about the rest of you all? 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 
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This e-mail may contain data that is confidential, proprietary or non-public personal information, as that term is defined in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (collectively, Confidential Information). The Confidential Information is 
disclosed conditioned upon your agreement that you will treat it confidentially and in accordance with applicable law, ensure that such data isn't used or disclosed except for the limited purpose for which it's being provided and 

will notify and cooperate with us regarding any requested or unauthorized disclosure or use of any Confidential Information. By accepting and reviewing the Confidential information, you agree to indemnify us against any losses 
or expenses, including attorney's fees that we may incur as a result of any unauthorized use or disclosure of this data due to your acts or omissions. If a party other than the intended recipient receives this e-mail, he or she is 
requested to instantly notify us of the erroneous delivery and return to us all data so delivered 

  

From: Ralph Christensen [mailto:rxensen@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2019 11:36 AM 

To: Kim Meyers; Joshua Kittel; Sandra Black; Mike Skiles; Beth Sheehan 
Cc: AJ Williams; Colleen Coulbourne 
Subject: RE: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 

  

I am back from Washington State and think it would be good for us to go over the Grant Application so we can send it off for a first review 
by TRF. I will be available most days/evenings during August/September if we can find a mutually acceptable date and place.  I am 
attaching my most recent iteration of the proposal for your records/review.  Though it is labeled May 2019 I last updated it in July.  There 
are still some missing pieces I think we can quickly resolve them and then get it to TRF for an informal review. 

  

Ralph 
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Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

  

 

From: Kim Meyers <klmcpa.meyers@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, July 14, 2019 10:22:56 AM 
To: Joshua Kittel <jkittel@opesadvisors.com>; Sandra Black <sandionolive@gmail.com>; Mike Skiles <coylebud@gmail.com>; Beth 
Sheehan <beth.sheehan@me.com> 
Cc: Ralph Christensen <rxensen@hotmail.com>; AJ Williams <ajwilliams@rccl.com> 
Subject: Togo Grant with Twin Rivers 

  

Gael, Claudette and I represented Delta at the District Grant meeting in Eugene yesterday.  It was a very informative meeting.  Very well attended.   All 

three Global Grants  that were up for vote were approved.  This includes the Delta/Twin Rivers Grant for the Market Latrine project in Togo.  

  

Ralph has suggested that he Togo grant be in Delta's name and Gael has agreed to be the lead on the grant..  Ralph's reasoning is that it will allow us to 

really learn the process and with Gael getting the correspondence  then we are fully in the loop.  Ralph, A.J. and Twin Rivers will still be right there 

giving us full support.   They have already done all the work getting the assessments, etc.   Ralph is going to clean up the application and then it will be 

sent to the reviewer as a draft for pre-comments.     

  

We talked with Mike Fischnaller and we were assured that there will not be any issues with Delta on this grant and the 2022-23 grant.  The Togo grant 

is fully funded,   we are not having to do any additional fundraising for the Togo grant.   

Ralph will not be traveling to Togo until Sept of 2020.  I will be sending him some dates to speak to the club later this fall.    We had him scheduled in 

September, but the DG is visiting our club on that date.    I am guessing we will schedule a meeting with Ralph and AJ to review the application before 

he sends to the reviewer, or  he may just share via email.  
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-- 

Kimber L Meyers CPA 

  

(541)914-8442 
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Mike Skiles <coylebud@gmail.com> 
 

Sep 6, 2019, 4:37 PM 
 
 
 to Kim 

 
 

Great. Works for me. Send time & directions. 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Sep 6, 2019, at 9:03 AM, Kim Meyers <klmcpa.meyers@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Gael.  We are going to try an meet on Monday September 16th.   
 
Kim   
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